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CONS P EC TU S

T he function of synthetic and natural macromolecular
systems critically depends on the packing and dy-

namics of the individual components of a given system.
Not only can solid-state NMR provide structural informa-
tion with atomic resolution, but it can also provide a way to
characterize the amplitude and time scales of motions over
broad ranges of length and time. These movements include
molecular dynamics, rotational and translational motions of
the building blocks, and also the motion of the functional
species themselves, such as protons or ions. This Account
examines solid-state NMR methods for correlating dynamics
and function in a variety of chemical systems.

In the early days, scientists thought that the rotational
motions reflected the geometry of the moving entities. They
described these phenomena as jumps about well-defined
axes, such as phenyl flips, even in amorphous polymers.
Later, they realized that conformational transitions in
macromolecules happen in a much more complex way.
Because the individual entities do not rotate around well-
defined axes, they require much less space. Only recently
researchers have appreciated the relative importance of
large angle fluctuations of polymers over rotational jumps.
Researchers have long considered that cooperative motions
might be at work, yet only recently they have clearly detected these motions by NMR in macromolecular and supramolecular systems.

In correlations of dynamics and function, local motions do not always provide themechanism of long-range transport. This idea
holds true in ion conduction but also applies to chain transport in polymer melts and semicrystalline polymers. Similar chain
motions and ion transport likewise occur in functional biopolymers, systems where solid-state NMR studies are also performed. In
polymer science, researchers have appreciated the unique information on molecular dynamics available from advanced solid-state
NMR at times, where their colleagues in the biomacromolecular sciences have emphasized structure. By contrast, following X-ray
crystallographers, researchers studying proteins using solution NMR introduced the combination of NMR with computer
simulation before that became common practice in solid-state NMR. Today's simulation methods can handle partially ordered or
even disordered systems common in synthetic polymers. Thus, the multitechnique approaches employed in NMR of synthetic and
biological macromolecules have converged. Therefore, this Account will be relevant to both researchers studying synthetic
macromolecular and supramolecular systems and those studying biological complexes.

Introduction
With emphasis on elucidating molecular dynamics, we first

briefly review how NMR interactions can probe geometry

and time scale of molecular motions via isotropic and ani-

sotropicnuclear spin interactions. These include the isotropic

and anisotropic chemical shifts, homo- and heteronuclear
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dipole�dipole couplings, and quadrupole couplings.1 A

more detailed description of these interactions and the

NMR techniques available for probing them are available

in several reviews.2�4 This is followed by considering typical

jump angles for organic molecules, angular fluctuations of

different mean amplitudes, and available software for cal-

culating averaged tensors. Last, but not least, experimental

examples are reviewed, mostly taken from our own work.

Solid-State NMR and Molecular Dynamics
Anisotropic Nuclear Spin Interactions. The wealth of

information accessible by solid-state NMR spectroscopy

results from the sensitivity of the anisotropic nuclear spin inter-

actions toward their immediate surroundings, see Table 1. The

chemical shift provides the basis of site selectivity, where

geometric parameters such as internuclear vectors can be

encoded via dipole�dipole couplings. Of the molecular mo-

tions in polymers, rotations have themost pronounced effects,

because the spin interactions are angular dependent. How-

ever, conformational dynamics and translational motions can

be tackled as well.

For couplings with magnitudes much weaker than the

Zeeman interaction, first-order perturbation theory can be

applied, and the resulting orientation-dependent NMR fre-

quency takes the form1

ω(Θλ,Φλ) �ωL ¼ ωiso þΔλ

2
(3 cos2Θλ � 1 � ηλ sin

2Θλ cos 2Θλ)

(1)

Here, ωL is the Larmor frequency and ωiso is the isotropic

frequency component, while the remaining terms describe

angular-dependent contributions. The magnitude of the

anisotropy is specified by Δλ with ηλ as the asymmetry

parameter, describing the deviation from axial symmetry.

The subscript λ denotes the three nuclear spin interactions,

namely, chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), dipole�dipole cou-

pling (DDC), andquadrupole coupling (QC). For eachof these

interactions, a coordinate frame of reference (the so-called

principal-axes system, PAS) is defined, in which the interac-

tion tensor is diagonal. The orientation of the PAS with

respect to theexternalmagnetic field is denotedby thepolar

angles Θλ and Φλ. These angles can differ or be alike for

different interactions. In organic solids, the PASs are often

directly linked to the molecular geometry, for example, for

aromatic rings the unique axis (λzz) of the 13C CSA is

perpendicular to phenyl plane, while the heteronuclear
13C�1H DDC and 2H QC are directed along the C�H bond

directions.1

In solid samples, a so-called powder average, with equal

probability for all directions, yields a broad, yet characteristic

NMR spectrum that reflects the magnitude of anisotropic spin

interaction.1Typical examplesare shown inFigure1 for the static

case and under magic angle sample spinning (MAS), where the

spectrum is split into sidebands at multiples of the spinning

frequency,ωR. Such sidebandpatternsoffer high spectral resolu-

tion, while keeping the information about the anisotropic inter-

action. For infinitely high ωR, only the isotropic frequency

component (ωiso) is retained due to averaging of the angular-

dependent terms, as in solution.

Motional Averaging. If the residue studied undergoes an

anisotropic motion with a rate Ω exceeding the anisotropy

Δλ, an averaged coupling tensor results,1 and the orienta-

tion-dependent NMR frequency can again be described by

an equation similar to eq 1,

ωλ(ϑλ,jλ) �ωL ¼ ωiso þ δλ
2

(3 cos2ϑλ � 1 � ηhλ sin
2
ϑλ cos2jλ)

(2)

yet with reduced magnitude δλ and different asymmetry

parameter ηhλ, see Figure 1c,d. Moreover, the averaged

coupling tensors will have different PASs, whose orienta-

tionwith respect to the externalmagnetic field is described

bypolar angles,ϑλ andjλ. It should benoted that ηhλ can be

unequal to zero even if ηλ = 0. A fast axial motion of a

second-rank tensor about a fixed axis involving three or

more equivalent sites, however, will lead to an axially

symmetric averaged tensor with ηhλ = 0. A prominent

example often met in stacks of aromatic moieties is the

axial rotation around the column axis. Here, λzz for all

TABLE 1. NMR Interactions Used for Characterizing Dynamics in Polymers and Macromolecular Systems.a

chemical shift (anisotropy) dipole-dipole coupling quadrupole coupling

typical magnitude 0�200 ppm 2�30 kHz (at typical bond distance) 100�150 kHz (for 2H)
electronic structure yes no yes
geometry intrinsic and orientation internuclear distance and orientation intrinsic and orientation
typical nuclei 1H, 13C, 15N, 19F, 29Si, 31P 1H, 13C, 15N, 19F, 29Si, 31P 2H, 14N, 17O
dynamics conformational transitions, rotational motions translational and rotational motions rotational motions
aThe typical magnitudes of the interactions depend on the type of nucleus.
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anisotropic interactions is parallel to the columnaxis, reduc-

ing the coupling for 2HQCand 13C�1HDDCbya factor of 2,

but only slightly for 13C CSA. Such an average tensor will

result for each site irrespective of how complicated the

rotational motion may be as long as it is uniform.
Dynamic Order Parameters. Often, only the reduced

coupling magnitude, δλ, is accessible through a specific

experiment, particularly under MAS, see below. Then it is

still useful to consider the ratio between δλ andΔλ. This ratio

is the well-known order parameter S in liquid crystals (LC),

where the mesogens perform axial motions around the

director.5 Thus, considering a dynamic order parameter

Sλ ¼ δλ
Δλ

; with 0eSλe1 (3)

turns out to be extremely useful in order to specify the

amplitude of rotational motions. Since Sλ is an intrinsic

quantity of the systemunder study, it implies neither local

ordering nor a macroscopically ordered system. How-

ever, because PASλ can have different orientations with

respect to the molecular entities, Sλ can be different for

different interactions. Simultaneous determination of Sλ

for different spin interactions is particularly informative,

because the characteristics of the motional process will

affect the anisotropic spin interactions in different ways.
Distribution of Correlation Times. For a complete char-

acterization of molecular motions, knowledge about the

amplitudes of the motion is not sufficient; one has to also

know the correlation time, τc, of the motion. In addition to

NMR, τc can be obtained from dielectric spectroscopy6 or

light scattering.7 Themost pronounced changes in the solid-

state NMR line shapes occur, when the correlation rate,

Ω = 1/τc, is comparable to Δλ or δλ, ωR, or the magnitude

of the applied radio frequency field.1,4 This situation is

typically referred to as the intermediate exchange region,

where interference effects cause severe losses of intensity

often quantified by a reduction factor. However, in poly-

mers, processes with a single correlation time are rarely

found.8 Instead, the correlation times for a specific process

can easily span several orders of magnitude, attributed to

slight variations of the activation enthalpy for local rotations

in a thermally activated process.1 As an illustrative example,

Figure 2 considers a Gaussian distribution of τc on a logarith-

mic scale covering about three orders of magnitude.9 For

FIGURE 1. Simulated (a, c) 2H and (b, d) 13C NMR spectra of (a, b) rigid and (c, d) flipping phenylene rings under static andMAS conditions (ωMAS,2H = 15 kHz,
ωMAS,13C = 20 ppm).
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modeling the 2H NMR line shape, the distribution of τc has to

be convoluted with the reduction factor for each τc, see

Figure 2a. The resulting 2H solid-echo NMR line shapes for a

simple case like the phenyl flip (Figure 1) are plotted in

Figure 2b. Remarkably, a simple weighted superposition of

the 2H spectra in the slow and the fast motional regimes,

neglecting the spectra of the intermediate regime, already

provides an excellent description for such a broad distribution

of correlation times (Figure 2b).

Rotational Jumps and Angular Fluctuations. Molecules

or segments of larger chemical structures often undergo

different kinds of motions as a function of temperature,

inducing phase transitions, or even facilitating a molecular

function. As discussed above for phenylene flips (Figure 1),

this leads to a reduction of the rigid 2HQC that depends on its

specific tensor and motion geometries. Several simulation

packages have been developed to deal with such discrete

jumps,10,11 where our group has contributed with the NMR

WEBLAB.12 This browser-based software utilizes the cone

model (Figure3a), andFigure3cdepicts characteristicθangles

and NMR tensor orientations for λzz.

NMR interactions can also be averaged by fast-limit

angular fluctuations as sketched in Figure 3b, an important

aspect, not often discussed in the literature. To acknowledge

this point, the NMR WEBLAB now includes treatment of

angular fluctuations (Gaussian or box distributions) for dis-

crete jumps between multiple sites and single NMR

interactions.13 Here we focus on single NMR interactions,

summarizing the results for axial and nonaxial NMR tensors,

in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The axial case is particularly

important to determine site-specific dynamic order param-

eters (eq 3) for X�1H DCCs and 2H QCs, since the static

anisotropy (Δλ) is well-known. Figure 4a,b shows the depen-

dence of the reduced anisotropy (Sλ) and asymmetry (ηλ) on

the cone angle (θ) and Gaussian fluctuation angle (σ), see

Figure 3b. Sλ is easily reduced by a factor of 2 for moderate θ

and σ, comparable to the situation of 180� flips, and even

down to zero, when θ approaches the magic angle 54.7�
(Figure 4c). In contrast, ηλ ismuch less sensitive but fluctuates

significantly for large θ angles (Figure 4d). It should be

mentioned that ηD is often hard to determine precisely from

solid-state NMR experiments,14 while the magnitude (D) is

fully accessible.15 Thus, on the basis of the plots shown in

Figure 4, it is possible to determine how much a molecular

group or segment is fluctuating from experimentally deter-

mined X�1H DCCs and 2H QCs. Such information is highly

valuable when relating averaged anisotropic NMR param-

eters to a specific motion or molecular function.16

For nonaxial tensors, the λxx and λyy tensor elements have

different magnitudes, and angular fluctuations will lead to

a mixed averaging of these components. Therefore, the

NMR tensor orientation has to be known and specified by

FIGURE 2. (a) Reduction factor of the intermediate motional regime
characteristic of a phenylene flip motion with a broad correlation time
distribution and its resulting distribution function. (b) Simulated 2H solid-
echo NMR spectra for a phenylene group (isotropic powder) in the slow
and fastmotional limits, their superposition, and full simulation. Spectral
parameters as in Figure 1a,c.

FIGURE 3. Cone models illustrating the definitions of θ, j, and σ for
(a) discrete jumps and (b) angular fluctuations. (c) Characteristic θ
angles for a number of organic building blocks. Black arrows indicate
the main axis of the cone model (z), and red arrows indicate the
direction of the unique tensor element (λzz) of the given NMR
interactions (zCS,D,Q).
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the polar tensor angle (R), see Figure 5a. Such a situation

often arises when dealing with 13C CSAs and 2H QCs.

Figure 5b,c summarizes the results for such cases with

different ηλ and R.

NMR as Part of a Multitechnique Approach
Advances in synthesizing, characterizing, and understand-

ing macromolecular and supramolecular systems have led

to an enormous variety and complexity in the field of

polymer science. As outlined in a recent Perspective Article,17

the traditional separation in terms of structure vs dynamics,

crystalline vs amorphous, or experiment vs theory is increas-

ingly overcome. In fact, no experimental or theoretical/

simulation approach alone can provide the full informa-

tion. Instead, multitechnique approaches are needed, and

conclusions should be supported by as many complemen-

tary techniques as possible (Figure 6). Combining X-ray

diffraction (XRD) or NMR spectroscopywith computer simula-

tions iswell establishednowadays for studies of structure and

dynamics in biomacromolecules18 and microcrystalline

systems.19 Recently, a systematic strategy for revealing the

local packing in semicrystalline polymers was described,20

where unit-cell parameters are derived from XRD and

combined with molecular constraints from solid-state NMR.

These experimental results are unified by quantum-chemical

calculations, considering specific packing models in silico

thereby quantifying π-stacking effects. In addition, the

amount of disordered, amorphous regions is quantified.20

Elucidating slow dynamics in combination with simula-

tions are currently limited by the current capability of com-

puters. The much faster motions accessible by neutron

scattering or NMR relaxation, however, can already be

analyzed by computer simulation.25 Advantage should be

taken of the fact that a general formalism exists, which

does not involve the usual assumption of exponential

relaxation26 as demonstrated recently for 2H and 17O re-

laxation in water.27 Remarkably, the simulated correlation

functions differ significantly from simple exponentials. For

dynamics in macromolecules, the combination of NMR and

dielectrics is particularly informative.28 The latter can nowa-

days routinely cover many orders of magnitude for τc,

whereas NMR due its site-selectivity can identify themoving

groups.

Elucidating the geometry ofmotion for ions is particularly

important for unraveling proton conduction mechanisms or

ion conductivity.30,31 In poly(vinyl phosphonic acid), 1H, 2H,

FIGURE 4. Fast-limit single-site angular fluctuations of a CS, D, or Q tensor with axial symmetry (rigid limit) described by a Gaussian distribution (see
Figure 3b). (a,b) Normalized reduction of the tensor anisotropy, Sλ, and value of the asymmetry parameter (ηhλ) according to the color scale bar. (c,d)
Traces for characteristic θ angles. Note that ηhλ is undefined for large angle fluctuations with θ = 54.7�, causing δλ to vanish (proportional to λzz).
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13C, and 31P NMR combined with computer simulations

provided a detailed picture of a highly disordered hydro-

gen-bonded network, Figure 7, allowing for a remarkable

proton conductivity.29,32

In both synthetic macromolecules and biomacromole-

cules, course-grained information about the structure on

intermediate length scales and dynamics in the nanosecond

range is of interest. Here, EPR spectroscopy experiences a

remarkable revival.33 Distance measurements on the nan-

ometer scale by double electron�electron resonance (DEER)

have become a prominent tool for elucidating the structure

of disordered proteins or refolding of the integralmembrane

protein complexes.34

Applications to Macromolecular Systems
Twist Motions in Crystalline Polymers. The easiest case

of chain motion occurs in the crystalline regions of semi-

crystalline polymers like high-density polyethylene (PE). In

addition to the long-range chain motion,35 motions of

defects, for example, branches in the crystal itself, are of

particular interest. Combining state-of-the-art synthetic

chemistry, providing sampleswithwell-defined branch iden-

tity and spacing, and solid-state NMR spectroscopy, one can

then address the following questions:36 What is the nature

of the motion of the branches? How do the branches alter

the geometry and mobility of adjacent chain segments?

Does the motion of one branch influence the motion of

FIGURE 5. (a) Single-site angular fluctuation for a CSA orQ tensorwith nonaxial symmetry illustrating the definitions of θ, σ, and polar tensor angleR.
(b, c) The rigid limit values for ηλ andR are given on each 2D contour plot with the color-scale bar showing the normalized fast-limit value of Sλ and ηhλ.
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neighboring branches (collective motion, rotator phase)? In

Figure 8b simulated NMR line shapes for both 2H and 13C

NMR are plotted. Because the unique axes of both NMR

interactions are perpendicular to each other (Figure 8a),

different scenarios can easily be distinguished. Sampleswith

methyl branches separated by more than 20 methylene

groups exhibit fluctuations of about (40� around the chain

axis. The segmental motion of the polymer chains between

the branching sites can be monitored via the 13C CSA. This

reveals a twist motion centered at the branching sites. For

shorter spacing, for example, 14 CH2 units between subse-

quent methyl branches, collective twists occur, ultimately

leading to a rotator phase. Thus, localized and collective

mobility induced by the defects can clearly be distinguished,

Figure 8c,d.

Phenylene Motion in Amorphous Polymers. As men-

tioned in the Introduction, phenyl and phenylene flips are

FIGURE 6. Schematic representation of the multitechnique approach needed to study structure and dynamics of macromolecules.21�24

FIGURE 7. (left) Distribution of the CP�OH angle within a given phos-
phonic acid group of poly(vinyl phosphonic acid), PVPA, predicted from
first-principles molecular dynamics simulations. (right) Experimental
2H NMR line shapes as a function of temperature. Reproduced from
ref 29. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 8. Computed 2H and 13C NMR powder line shapes for a
Gaussian distributed rotational fluctuation (Figure 3b) around the crys-
tallographic c-axis of crystalline PE, according to the motional models
presented in panels c and d. Reproduced in part from ref 36. Copyright
2009 Wiley.
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ubiquous in synthetic andnaturalmacromolecules andwere

the first dynamic process clearly identified after the advent

of 2H solid-state NMR. Moreover, they were first observed in

bisphenol A polycarbonate (PC), one of the most studied yet

still controversial systems as far as sub-Tg dynamics and its

relation to ductility is concerned.37 From 2H NMR line

shapes, large angle phenylene rotations described by 180�
flips augmented by additional fluctuationswere identified at

room temperature and above. Such 180� flips were subse-

quently confirmed by 13C NMR line shape studies, and their

distributions in both time38 and amplitude were character-

ized in detail by 2H NMR.39 The time scale of the phenylene

motion is in remarkable agreement with that of sub-Tg
mechanical relaxation. Thus, the phenylenemotion seemed

well characterized. Recently, the sub-Tg dynamics of PC at

ambient temperatures was also studied by quasielastic

neutron scattering,40 and it was concluded that in addition

to 180� flips, the phenylene rings in PC exhibit flips by 90�
with correlation times in the range between 1 ns and 1 ps,

as the increase of the quasielastic scattering intensity above

room temperature could not be accounted for by well-

defined 180� flips alone. With advanced 2D NMR techniques

probing the 13C CSA, the geometry of the phenylene motion

can be probed differently than via 2H quadrupole coupling,

because the unique directions of the two interactions are

mutually perpendicular. As can be seen in Figure 9a, 180� and
90� flips result in vastly different line shapes, yet the experi-

mental spectra in Figure 9b show no evidence of the latter.

Instead, the phenylene motion in the glassy state displays a

heterogeneous distribution of rotational angles, about 80� in
width, centered at a flip angle of 180�, essentially constant

over a wide temperature range.41 The presence of flip angles

differing significantly from 180� readily explains the increase

of quasielastic scattering intensity in the neutron data.

Chain Motion in Polymers due to Conformational

Transitions. The most characteristic aspect of chain motion

in polymers involves conformational transitions. These can

be detected by 2D 13C MAS NMR, because different con-

formers exhibit different chemical shifts.42 By combinination

of various NMR techniques, the segmental motion of polymers

at the glass transition can be probed over 14 orders of magni-

tude as demonstrated in Figure 10 for atactic poly(propylene).43

The typical non-Arrhenius behavior described by theWilliams�
Landel�Ferry equation is beautifully displayed.

FIGURE 9. Heterogeneous phenylene dynamics in poly(carbonate).41 (a)
Line shape simulations for motionally narrowed 13C NMR spectra with a
heterogeneous Gaussian distributions of flip angles centered at 180� and
90� with different standard deviations σ as indicated. (b) Experimental 13C
NMR spectra for the two distinct phenylene carbon positions in poly-
(carbonate) fitted to a heterogeneous Gaussian distribution with full width
at half-maximum of 80� of flip angles centered at 180�, dashed line.

FIGURE 10. Mean correlation times for the chain dynamics of poly-
(propylene) from different NMR experiments. For details, see ref 43.
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At first sight, conformational transitions are expected to

involve rotations of individual groups by typical bond angles

suchas120�. This canbe checkedby2D-exchangeNMR,where

informationabout thegeometryand timedependenceof thechain

dynamics is separated.2 This showed that the chain dynamics in

polymer melts as probed by individual groups involves small

angle fluctuationswithangulardisplacements<0.5� followedby

“large”angle jumpsof10�25� due toconformational transitions

of the chain.44 Thus, although bond angles along the polymer

chain undoubtedly change by 120�, the orientation of the

residues changes much less, because the process is highly

cooperative involvingmany repeat units around the one under-

going the conformational transition. Apparently, the environ-

ment in themelt adjusts in suchaway that a group involved in a

conformational transition is displaced by as little as possible.

Thus, fluctuations of building blocks around bond axes are an

integral aspect of chain dynamics, yet their amplitudes are

considerably smaller in magnitude compared with angular

fluctuations in supramolecular aggregates or for molecules

trapped innanopores.45 Itwill be interesting to compare these

findings for synthetic polymers with conformational transi-

tions in ordered or partially disordered proteins.

Proton-Conducting Materials. Novel and water-free

proton-conducting materials for high-temperature applica-

tions are based on mobile amphoteric groups covalently

attached to a polymer backbone or other supporting mate-

rials. Phosphonic acid-based proton conductors, already

discussed above, are prominent examples, whereNMRmeth-

ods are able to probe the structure of the local hydrogen-

bonding network as well as the proton-conduction mechan-

ism in great detail. Alternative anhydrous proton conductors

use aromatic heterocycles such as imidazole or triazole. In

thesematerials, the proton conduction is closely related to the

molecular mobility of the aromatic moieties. Simple tempera-

ture-dependent 1H MAS NMR spectra, Figure 11b, are able to

elucidate the microscopic proton transport in great detail.

Changes in the thermodynamic equilibrium of the hydrogen-

bonding network alter the isotropic 1H chemical shift of

hydrogen-bonding sites, while hydrogen-bonding exchange,

as well as molecular reorientation, affects the line width of the

NMR signals.

FIGURE11. (a) Triazole-based proton-conducting polymer. (b) Variable-
temperature 1HMASNMRmeasurements provide unique details on the
dynamic processes involved in the proton conduction process. The
thermodynamic behavior (d) can be derived from the chemical shift
(c), while rates of different dynamic processes (f) can be followed via
the line widths (e). Reproduced in part from ref 46. Copyright 2009
American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 12. (a) Molecular structure of TEG-PDI. Site-specific 13C�1H
DDC sideband patterns displaying the dynamical order parameters
recorded in the (b) LC and (c) frozen states of TEG-PDI. (d, e) 13C CSA
spinning sideband patterns for TEG-PDI in its LC and frozen states,
respectively. Reproduced from ref 48. Copyright 2009 Wiley.
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The complete analysis of temperature-dependent 1H

MAS NMR spectra has been performed for a triazole-based

proton-conducting polymer with a flexible siloxane back-

bone, Figure 11a.46 The observed low-temperature process

(T < 300 K) with substantial enthalpy and entropy changes

was assigned to structural changes at the glass transition,

while the high-temperature process is related to structural

diffusion of protons in the material. The latter shows a low

reaction enthalpy, which is favorable for anhydrous proton

transport at high operation temperatures. A detailed linewidth

analysis for NH and CH sites of the triazole ring reveals that on

average four to five molecular fluctuations of the triazole ring

are needed to accomplish proton hopping between different

triazole rings.46 The transition between the high- and the low-

temperature regimes is observed at the same temperature in

NMR and proton conductivity. Thus, the molecular motion of

the triazole ring is crucial for the proton conductivity of the

material. However, the activation enthalpy for the hydrogen

bond breaking is significantly lower than that of the proton

conductivity. This suggests that other thermally activated pro-

cesses in addition to local breaking and formation of hydrogen

bonds are essential for the macroscopic proton conduction.

Molecular Wires based on Discotic Liquid Crystals

(DLCs). Nanosized polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH)

are currently of broad scientific interest due to their potential

application as conducting molecular wires. The disk-shaped

PAHmolecules form π-stackswhere chargemobility can occur

parallel to the stacking axis. Critical for the charge-carrier

properties are disk size, shape, and periphery, allowing control

of the self-assembly.47Wehave recently studied twosuchdisk-

shapedmolecules that formmolecularwires in their crystalline

(Cr) and liquid crystalline (LC) phases to determine the packing

and specific molecular dynamics of the disks.48,49

The first is based on perylenetetracarboxdiimide (PDI)

end-functionalized with tri(ethylene glycol) (TEG) (Figure 12a).

In its LC phase, SD,CH values just below 0.5 were determined

(Figure 12b), characteristic of complete disk rotation and small

out-of-plane excursions (see Figure 13c). Combinedwith wide-

angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), the rotation was attributed to a

cooperativemotionof thedisks around the columnar axis.48 In

the Cr phase of TEG-PDI SD,CH is similar to the LC phase

(Figure 12c). Therefore, we considered in addition the site-

specific 13C CSA. As stated above, complete axial rotation

renders both tensors axially symmetric, but with very different

magnitudes. The 13C�1HDDCsidebandpatterns in Figure12b,

c cannot distinguish between axial rotation and angular fluc-

tuations (see Figure 4), whereas the 13C CSA sideband patterns

in Figure 12d,e, as the nonaxial symmetry, can be observed.

These show that TEG-PDI in its frozen state performs angular

fluctuations with amplitudes up to (40�.
Another DLC forming molecular π-stacks is based on a C3-

symmetric hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC), Figure 14a.

In its Cr phase, SD,CH for the HBC core indicate rigid columns in

agreement with WAXS results. Increasing the temperature

to the LC phase showed a drastic reduction of SD,CH down to

0.15. This suggests a complex disk motion, resulting from a

FIGURE 13. Motional averaging of the anisotropic 13C�1H DDC and 13C CSA tensors associated with the aromatic core for TEG-PDI under (a) static
conditions, (b) fast-limit angular fluctuations, and (c) rapid disk rotation, respectively. Reproduced from ref 48. Copyright 2009 Wiley.
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homogeneous or heterogeneous stacking disorder as illu-

strated in Figure 14c. In the heterogeneous scenario, collective

columnar rotation of the disks inclined at an angle (θ to the

column axis is expected. From the 13C CSA powder line shape,

the inclination angle of the diskswas determined as θ≈ 43�.49

In addition to the collective rotation of the stacks around the

column axis, intra- and intercolumnar exchange of disks

between molecular segments or even flipping of whole seg-

ments from þθ to �θ can be envisaged as illustrated in

Figure 14d,e. This motion is consistent with the double disk

rotation shown in Figure 14b.

Concluding Remarks
This Account provides an introduction to the basics of studying

molecular dynamics by solid-state NMR and reviews represen-

tative applications to functionalmacromolecular systems.More

complex NMRmethods, such as multidimensional techniques1

and multiple-quantum NMR50 are, however, needed to cope

with the complexity of today's polymer systems. The most

severe limitation of NMR is, of course, its low sensitivity. Several

promising approaches have emerged and are in the focus of

method development today.51 They are covered in several

contributions in this Special Issue. Such developments are

particularly important for applications of NMR to studies of

functional materials and surfaces. This also encompasses the

development of new NMR detectors and detection schemes,

which, combined with the advances in NMR sensitivity gains,

will pave the way for studies of thin films and other volume-

limited samples in their operational environments.
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FIGURE 14. (a) Site-specific order parameters for the C3-symmetric HBC
molecule. (b) Double disk rotation around two axes. (c) Homogeneous
(left) and heterogeneous (right) disorder along the column axis of a DLC.
These can include fast and slow dynamic intracolumnar processes: (d) a
single disk jumps from one molecular segment to another, or a whole
group of molecules changes their orientation cooperatively, and (e)
molecular segments can exchange between columns on the longer time
scale. Reproduced from ref 49. Copyright 2011 American Physical Society.
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